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Convergence Results for Piecewise Linear Quadratures

for Cauchy Principal Value Integrals

By Philip Rabinowitz

Abstract. Conditions on 7c and / are given for the pointwise and uniform convergence

to the Cauchy principal value integral

rmm     _1<A<1,
j-i x~x

of a sequence of integrals of piecewise linear approximations to f(x) or g\(x) =

(f(x) — f(X))/(x — A). The important special case, k(x) = (1 - a;)a(l + x)13, is con-

sidered in detail.

1. Introduction. In a recent paper, Gerasoulis [3] proposed an algorithm for

evaluating Cauchy principal value integrals of the form

(1) I(wf;X)= -f   w(x)^-dx,       -1<A<1,
J-l X — X

where w is the Jacobi weight function

(2) w(x) = {l-x)a{l + x)ß,       a,ß>-\.

In this algorithm, / is approximated by a piecewise linear function /„ and I(wfn; X)

is evaluated exactly. The. use of /„ as an approximating function allows us to

concentrate the evaluation points in subintervals of J = [—1,1] where / is not

smooth. In his paper Gerasoulis asserts that if / G C1 [J], then I(wfn; A) converges

to I(wf;X) uniformly for all A 6 (—1,1), and refers to Stewart [6] for the proof.

The uniform convergence is important in the numerical solution of Cauchy singular

integral equations by quadrature methods.

In this paper, we shall improve on this result by giving weaker conditions on /

which insure the uniform convergence of I(wfn; A) to I(wf; A). We shall also study

pointwise convergence for the more general situation

(3) I(kf;X)=-f   k(x)^\dx,        -1< A -1,y_i     i-a

where k is an arbitrary function subject to certain conditions insuring that (3) exists

for some class of functions / and some or all A in (—1,1). Finally, we shall study

an alternative approach to the evaluation of (3) which also allows us to distribute

evaluation points as we see fit. In this approach, we write (3) as

(4) I(kf;X) = J   k(x)gx(x)dx + f(X)I(k;X),
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where

m-f(x)
,    x^X,

x — X

(5) 9x(x) = g(x;X)=  [ f,,x^ z = A, /'(A) exists,

0, otherwise.

We then approximate g\(x) by a piecewise linear function g\n(x) and integrate

exactly. This amounts to piecewise linear product integration of g\ with respect

to k. We shall show that subject to certain conditions on / and k, the product

integral

(6) /    k(x)g\n(x)dx —► /    k(x)g\(x)dx   as n —► oo

either pointwise or uniformly in A € (-1,1) depending upon the conditions we

impose.

2. Preliminary Results. Our first task is to insure that (3) exists. To this

end, following [1], we define, for any interval / of length /(/), a subclass of C(I) of

functions of Dini type, DT(I), by

rl(i)

DT(I)={h:   I       wjfafy-1 dt < œ } ,H
where w/(ft; i) is the modulus of continuity of h in /,

uj¡(h;t) =     sup     \h(xi) - h(x2)\-
\x,-x2\<t

X\,X2€l

We shall write u)(h\t) for wj(h;t). We now have that if A 6 (-1,1), and if for

some 6 > 0 such that the closed subinterval Ns(X) = [A - 6,X + 6] C J, k e

DT(Ns(X))nLi(J) and fe DT(N6(X))nR(J), where R(J) is the set of bounded

Riemann-integrable functions on J, then (3) exists. This follows by writing

(7) I(kf;X) = j   k(x)gx(x)dx + f(X) j   ^ _ *(A) dx + /(A)fc(A) j
dx

x — X

Since

/

1    dx       ,     1 - A
= log

.! x-X 6 1 + A'

the hypotheses on k and / ensure that the first two integrals in (7) are finite. In

particular, since w 6 DT( — l, l)r\Lx(J), it follows that (1) exists for all A 6 (-1,1)

provided that / € DT(-1,1) n R(J).

We now consider an arbitrary partition of J,

—1 = ¿o < h <      < tn-X < tn = 1,

and define for any function h on J the piecewise linear approximation hn given by

(8) hn(x) = h(tt) +     ¿,¿ÍW«+i) - HU)),        x £ [ti,ti+l]

where d¿ = tl+x — í¿, i = 0,... ,n — 1. If we define

fln =    max    c/¿,
0<i<n-l
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we shall assume that Dn —> 0 as n —► oo. Defining

rn(x) = h(x) - hn(x),

we have that if h € C(J), then

(9) ||r„|| =max|r„(i)| < u(h;Dn).
x€J

This follows since by Newton's interpolation formula with divided differences, if

x e [í¿,íi+i] then

h(x) - hn(x) = (x - ti)(x - U+i)h[ti, ti+1,x]

= ~(x - U)(x - tl+1)(h[U,x] - h[ti+l,x])/di

(x - ti)(x - ti+1) h(x)-h(U)     h(x) - h(ti+i)

X     Z{ x     f¿+i

= -d-x[(x - tl+1)(h(x) - h(U)) -(x- ti)(h(x) - h(ti+1))}.

Hence

\h(x) - hn(x)\ < d^w^d^dx - tl+x\ + \x - í¿|) = u(h;di) < tj(h;Dn),

where we have used the monotonicity of uj(h;t). In addition, we have that

(10) u(hn;t)<5u(h;t),

which implies that

(11) w(rn;i)<6w(M).

To show (10), we consider two cases:

Case 1. x, x + 6 E [í¿,í¿+i].

Then \hn(x + 6) - hn(x)\ = \6(h(ti+i) - h(ti))/di\ < (6/di)u(h;di).  We now

show that (6/di)w(h;d{) < 2u(h;6). Since

u(h;n6) < nui(h;6),

u(h;dl) <u(h; \di/6]6) < \d,/6]uj(h;6) < 2[di/S)u(h;S),

where the ceiling function \x] denotes the smallest integer > x. Thus, in this case,

uj(hn;6) < 2co(h;6).

Case 2. xE [ti,ti+1],x + 6 € [tj,tj+i],i < j.

Then

\hn(x + 6) -hn(x)\

< \hn(ti+1) - hn(x)\ + \hn(tj) - hn(ti+i)\ + \hn(x + 6)- hn(tj)\

< 2u>(h; 6) + u(h; 6) + 2u(h; 6)

by Case 1, monotonicity of u(h; t), and the fact that h(x) = hn(x) at the partition

points ifc.

We note that (10) implies that if h £ DT(NS(X)) or DT(-1,1), then hn €

DT(NS(X)) or DT(-1,1), respectively.

3. Convergence Results. Our first result is on pointwise convergence in the

general case.
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THEOREM 1. If for any X G (—1,1) for which there exists a 6 > 0 such that

NS(X)CJ, one has k <E DT(N6(X)) n Li(J) and f G DT(N6(X))nR(J), then

(12) I(kfn;X)^I(kf;X)    as n - oo.

Proof. One has

I(kf-kfn;X) = I(krn;X) = j   Hx)*"^ ~ ^w(A) dx + rn(X)I(k; A),

where 7(fc;A) exists by the hypotheses on fc. Now, since / G DT(Ns(X)), for any

£ > 0, we can choose r¡ > 0 such that A = (A - r¡, X + r¡) C N¿(X) and

where C = 6maxl6\/é(x) |/c(x)|. Hence, since ||r„|| = o(l),

|/(Jfer„;A)|< /      |lfr)||r»(f ~'?(A)lifa
Jj-a |i-A|

+ / l^)||r"(|j"rA|(A)l^ + |rn(A)|[/(fc;A)|

-||rnll(2/y A17^Aida: + |/(A:;A)l)+£

< 2e   for n > nn(e).   D

Our second result deals only with the Jacobi case treated by Gerasoulis [3].

Before we state our theorem, we define two function classes which are subclasses of

DT(J):

Hlt = {f: u(f; t) < Mf for some M > 0, 0 < p < 1},

L„ = {/: w(/; t) < M/|log"i| for t < 1 and some M > 0; 1 < v}.

THEOREM 2. Lei w(x) = (1 - x)a(l + z)" wi</i 7 = mm(a,ß) > -1. 77ien

I(wfn; X) —* I(wf; X) as n —* 0 uniformly for all X G (—1,1) if either (a) / G i/M

aníi/¿-r-7 > 0 or (b) / G L^ and 7 > 0. /n particular, if f G #1, i.e., z// satisfies

a Lipschitz condition, then we have uniform convergence for all w.

Proof. As above, we write the error term I(wf; X) - I(wfn; X) as

/
1 w(x)r"(x)     \nWdx + rn(X)I(w;X).
1 x — X

We first deal with the second term and use the fact [7, Section 4.62] that in a

neighborhood of A = 1

{0(1 - A)a if a is not an integer,

0(1 - A)Q| log(l - A)I    if a is an integer,

and similarly, in a neighborhood of A = -1

{0(1 + A y if ß is not an integer,

0(1 + A)" log(l + A) if ß is an integer,
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while I(w; X) = 0(1) in [-1 + s, 1 - s] for any s > 0. Since r„(l) = 0, |rn(A)| <

w(rn; 1 - A) < 6w(/; 1 — A), and we have that in [1 - s, 1], if a is not an integer,

,m,     v..     ÍA-(1-A)«M(1-A)" if (a) holds,
\rn(X)I(w, A)  < <
l nv  , y       ;|- 1 Ä-(l-A)aM/|log"(l-A)|    if (b) holds,

while, if a is an integer, the right-hand sides must be multiplied by |log(l - A)|.

In either case, we see that we can make \rn(X)I(w;X)\ < £ for A G [1 — s, 1] by

choosing s sufficiently small. Similarly, we can make

|r„(A)/(w;A)|<e   for A G [-1, -1 + s].

Finally, for A G [-1 + s, 1 - s],

|rn(A)/KA)| = 0(rn(A)) = 0(l),

so that given any e > 0, there exists no = no(e) such that for all A G (-1,1) and

all n > no, |r„(A)J(w; A)| < e.

We now write the integral

/    w(x)
rn(x) - rn(X)

x-X
dx

as the sum of three integrals,

/+/       + /      ■JU      J\x-X\>Dn      J\x-X\<Dn
x£U x$U

where U = [-1, -1 + r] U [1 - r, 1] for some r to be chosen below.  For the first

integral, we have that

-l+r

\ w(x)-i—-, dx
\J-1 X-X

•l+r

<Ci Í       (l + x^li-Al^dz

/-l + r (1 + x)ß+)i-1 dx<e   for some r if (a) holds,

\rx+r       sn(x)-rn(X) ;
/ w(x)——-r—:—dx

\J-i x — X
--l+r

/-l+r |log_t/(l + x)\dx < e   for some r if (b) holds.

Similarly, | /¡_r | < £ for some r if (a) or (b) holds. Hence, we can choose an r > 0

such that fv < 2e. For the second integral,

/J\x-X\>Dn
x$U

w(x)
r„(x)-rn(X)

x — X
dx

< max       w(x)-2\\rn   • / -.-rtdx
-l+T<x<l-r    Kl      » nM    J\x-X\>Dn\x-X\

x<£U

< K\\rn\\\\ogDn\ = o(l)    since ||r„|| < u{f;Dn).
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Finally,

f rn(x)-rn(X) f u(f;\x-X\)
/ w(x)——■-——dx < Ki / —i-r-1——-dx = o(l)

J\x-X\<Dn x-X J\x-X\<Dn       \x - X\
x£U x$U

independent of A if (a) or (b) holds. This completes the proof.     D

We now consider a second approach based on (4) in which we approximate g\

by the piecewise linear function g\n, so that the approximation to I(kf; X) is given

by

(13) /   k(x)gXn(x)dx + f(X)I(k;X)

and the error in the approximation, En(X), is given by

En(X)=        k(x)(gx(x)-gXn(x))dx.

We note that if k G DT(Ns(X)), then I(k; X) is finite and can either be found in a

table of Hilbert transforms, e.g. [2], or evaluated numerically as

r„   ^       fXHx)-k(X)J        f1 k(x) - k(X)  ,       ,,.,,     1-A
I(k;X) =        -i-i-^-dx +       -^-^dx + k(X log-—-.

J-i      x-X Jx       x-X 1 + A

We shall say that a function / G D(I) for a closed interval I if f'(x) exists for every

x in the interior of / and the right-hand and left-hand derivatives exist at the left

and right endpoints, respectively. If / G D(J), then g(x; X) is uniformly continuous

for all pairs (x; A) G J x J. We now state two theorems on the convergence of En(X)

to zero as n —► oo, one on pointwise convergence and one on uniform convergence.

THEOREM 3. If for some Xe (-1,1), k G Li(J) and f G Hi(Ns(X)) Pi R(J),

then En(X) —> 0 as n —* oo.

Proof. If / G H1(Ns(X)) D Ä(J), then 0A G Ä(J), and we can apply Theorem 1

in [5, p. 6].    D.

THEOREM 4. Ifk G Li(J) and f G £>(,/), thenEn(X) ->0ttsn-KX) uniformly

in X. Hence, ifk G DT(—1, l)nii(J) and / G D(J), then (13) converges uniformly

toI(kf;X).

Proof. For any A,|rn(x;A)| = |aA(x) - gnx(x)\ < u(gx;Dn). But c%A;.Dn) is

independent of A by the uniform continuity of g(x; X) in A. Hence

|£n(A)| < ||rB(i;A)|| f   \k(x)\dx = o(l) uniformly in A.

If k G DT(-1,1), then I(k; X) exists for all A G (—1,1), which yields the uniform

convergence of (13).    □

Remark. The two approaches (12) and (13) correspond to the two methods for

evaluating I(wf; X) based on interpolation at the zeros of the Jacobi polynomial

Pn (x), and analogous results exist for pointwise convergence. See [1, Theorem

2.1] and [4, Theorem 7(1)]. In both situations, the more accurate approach requires

more stringent conditions on / to insure pointwise convergence.
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